Computer Society of India, Sir MVIT Student Branch

**Computer Society of India (CSI)** is the first and largest body of computer professionals in India. It was started on 6 March 1965 by a few computer professionals and has now grown to be the national body representing computer professionals. CSI has been instrumental in guiding the Indian IT industry down the right path since its formative years. Today, CSI has 72 chapters all over India, 511 student branches, and more than 1,00,000 members including India's most famous IT industry leaders, brilliant scientists and dedicated academicians.

**Vision**

The Computer Society of India is a non-profit professional society and meet to exchange views and information learn and share ideas. The wide spectrum of members is committed to the advancement of theory and practice of Computer Engineering and Technology Systems, Science and Engineering, Information Processing and related Arts and Sciences.

**Mission**

- Facilitate Research, Knowledge Sharing, Learning and Career Enhancement among all categories of IT professionals.
- Inspire, nurture and assist students to integrate into the IT community.
- Percolate benefits of IT advancement to all sections of Indian Society.

**Computer Society of India, Bangalore Chapter (CSI-BC)**

Computer Society of India, Bangalore Chapter (CSI-BC) is amongst the largest and most vibrant chapters of CSI. Programs conducted by CSI-BC have been benchmark programs for other chapters of CSI. Many industry stalwarts are associated with CSI-BC. It brings quarterly journals, monthly communication and local newsletter, CSI has International affiliations with IEEE-CS, IFIP, SEARCC, etc. Bangalore chapter hosts and supports about 50+ events in a year. CSI-BC provides value adds to sponsors, delegates, students, IT and membership. Educate IT users on appropriate usage (safe, secure, legal and ethical) of IT. CSI promotes and provides financial support for research work in contemporary areas in IT and Computer Science.

**CSI at Sir MVIT**

CSI Sir MVIT Student branch started at Sir MVIT, Bangalore during 2011-12. More than 500 students are registered under CSI- Sir MVIT, Bangalore chapter.
Sir MVIT has organized many workshops, Seminars, Technical talks & Hands on events etc., on various Information Technology related topics for the benefit of undergraduate and postgraduate students.

**Events Organized at Sir MVIT**

- Webinar on Cyber Security Skill-Industry Expectation & Job Market was organized under the banner of Computer Society of India on June 6, 2020. Resource person was Mr. Sridhar Goverdhan, Senior Director & Head of Information Security, Flipkart, Bangalore
- International Conference on Evolutionary Computing and Mobile Sustainable Networks was organized under the banner of Computer Society of India from Feb 20-21, 2020
- Project Exhibition “TECHPRO-2K18” under the banner of Computer Society of India (CSI), Student Branch was organized on May 22, 2018 for VI semester MCA students
- Workshop on Devops under the banner of Computer Society of India (CSI), Student Branch was organized on Nov 22, 2019. Resource person was Mr. Raghavendra M Deshpande from Global Quest Technologies, Bangalore
- Workshop on App Building Fundamentals on Salesforce Cloud Platform under the banner of Computer Society of India (CSI), Student Branch was organized by the department on Nov 14-16, 2018. Resource person was Mr. Murali, Technical trainer, Salesforce, Bangalore.